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Abstract

Aesthetic quality classification plays an important role in how people organize large photo collections. In particular, color harmony is a key factor in the various aspects that determine the perceived quality of a photo, and it should be taken into account to improve the performance of automatic aesthetic quality classification. However, the existing models of color harmony take only simple color patterns into consideration—e.g., patches consisting of a few colors—and thus cannot be used to assess photos with complicated color arrangements. In this work, we tackle the challenging problem of evaluating the color harmony of photos with a particular focus on aesthetic quality classification. A key point is that a photograph can be seen as a collection of local regions with color variations that are relatively simple. This led us to develop a method for assessing the aesthetic quality of a photo based on the photo's color harmony. We term the method ‘bags-of-color-patterns.’ Results of experiments on a large photo collection with user-provided aesthetic quality scores show that our aesthetic quality classification method, which explicitly takes into account the color harmony of a photo, outperforms the existing methods. Results also show that the classification performance is improved by combining our color harmony feature with blur, edges, and saliency features that reflect the aesthetics of the photos.

1. Introduction

Many people these days have large photo collections, thanks to the widespread use of digital cameras and the Internet. To manipulate a large amount of photos, it would be useful to assess the aesthetic quality of a photo automatically, i.e., whether the photo elicits a high or low level of affection in a majority of people. The perceived quality of a photograph depends on various aspects, e.g., color, composition, lighting, and subjects. In this paper, we focus on color harmony assessment because the colors of photos have a significant influence on their perceived quality.

The existing models [16, 8, 9, 15] proposed in the field of color science consider the color harmony of a simple color pattern like the ones shown in Fig. 1 (a). These models can be used to assess the colors of many man-made objects such as cars, clothes, and Web site content. Unfortunately, however, they perform poorly in assessing the color harmony of a photo like the one shown in Fig. 1 (b) because the color distribution of a photo is often significantly more complex in both color and spatial domains than those considered in the existing color harmony models. This is why these models cannot be used for assessing the color harmony of photos with complex color distributions.

The color harmony of photos has been largely ignored in the existing methods of aesthetic quality classification [10, 5, 18, 14, 13]. In those methods, a global color histogram computed from a whole image is used as one of the image features for evaluating the aesthetic quality of the image. Only recently has the research community started to look at the color harmony of photos, e.g., inferring affective words from photos of a limited category [22].

In this paper, we address the challenging problem of assessing the color harmony of photos. We propose a method for automatically evaluating it to enhance the performance of aesthetic quality classification. The key point we started from is that a photo can be seen as a collection of local regions with color variations that are relatively simple. Our preliminary experiments showed that the sum of color har-
mony scores computed from the local regions of a photograph is closely related to its aesthetic quality. On the basis of this observation, we developed a method for color harmony assessment of photos. In our method, a color harmony model is applied to each local region of an image to evaluate the distributions of relative values of hue, lightness, and chroma to the dominant color in the region, and then the result is integrated to describe the whole image in the bag-of-features framework. Experimental results demonstrate that our aesthetic quality classification method, which explicitly takes into account the color harmony of a photo outperforms the existing methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes related work, and Section 3 describes the proposed method for assessing the color harmony of photos. Section 4 demonstrates its effectiveness through experiments and analyses, and Section 5 reports how the aesthetic quality classification can be improved by combining various features with our color feature. Our concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2. Related work

Our present work is closely related to two topics: aesthetic quality classification and color harmony models. This section summarizes prior work in both of these areas.

Aesthetic quality classification:

Some researchers have proposed aesthetic quality classification methods [10, 5, 14, 13] and the use of the aesthetic quality for applications such as image cropping and recomposition [18, 12, 1]. In contrast to the conventional image quality measures [24, 25], aesthetic image quality measures are advantageous because they are more closely correlated with our impressions of images.

The existing aesthetic quality classification methods distinguish between high- and low-quality photos by using a classifier trained from a large collection of image samples, typically collected from the Internet, with manually provided aesthetic quality scores. For better classification accuracy, it is essential to choose good image features. In the previous methods, each photo is described with empirically chosen features such as the rule of thirds, color histogram, and the size and position of a salient region in the image. Here, we argue that simple color features like color histograms are insufficient, and it is essential to consider color harmony to evaluate aesthetic quality properly.

Color harmony models:

There have been two major models proposed in the field of color science for evaluating color harmony: the Moon-Spencer model [16] and the Matsuda model [15].

The Moon-Spencer model handles a simple color pattern consisting of two colors, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). This model, which is based on psychological experiments, evaluates the relationship between a color pattern and the affection it elicits when the pattern is shown as a stimulus. The model computes the relative value between two colors in the Munsell color system. As Fig. 2 illustrates, when the relative values of hue, chroma, and lightness do not appear in 'Ambiguity,' the two colors are considered to be in harmony. This model presents three types of color harmony: 'Contrast,' which is a target color that is significantly different from a chosen color, 'Similarity,' which is a resembling color, and 'Identity,' which is the same color.

The Matsuda model was developed for designing clothes based on simple patterns with a few colors. Matsuda presented nine harmonic templates that define ranges where colors are in harmony on the hue circle. This model also uses relative hue values such as the Moon-Spencer model, and it has been used in certain computer graphics and pattern recognition applications. For example, Cohen-Or et al. [2] proposed a method for color transfer while maintaining color harmony by fitting the model to a hue histogram counted in an object region. Moorthy et al. [17] exploited the model to assess the color harmony of videos by comparing the model with hue histograms counted from the whole image.

Unfortunately, we cannot apply these methods of color harmony to the problem of aesthetic quality classification of images because the color distribution of images is significantly more complex than a simple combination of a few color patches. As described later and shown in Fig. 9, using the Moon-Spencer or the Matsuda models for a whole photo is not suitable for color harmony assessment.

3. Assessing color harmony of photos

3.1. Overview

As shown in Fig. 1, the distribution of colors in a photo is more complicated than simple color patterns in both the color and spatial domains. Therefore, there is a large gap between the previously proposed color harmony models for simple color patterns and that would be effective for a photo.

To overcome this difficulty, we exploit the fact that, when
We observed that (a) a local region is regarded as a simple color pattern and assume that (b) a photo consists of a collection of simple color patterns. We developed a method for assessing the color harmony of a photo by using a collection of local regions.

Our method prepares representative local regions as prior knowledge for assessing the color harmony of photos and counts the frequency of appearances of local regions that are similar to the representative regions in a photo. The histogram features tell us the difference in the color harmony between photos.

we observe a local region of a photo, the distribution of colors within the region is relatively simple, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a). We can consider each region to have a simple color pattern and evaluate the color harmony of the region by using the color harmony models for simple color patterns. Because a photo is a collection of local regions, the color harmony of the whole photo can be computed from the color harmony scores of all the local regions.

Our preliminary experiments demonstrate that we can represent a photo as a collection of local regions with color patterns and use the collection to assess the aesthetic quality of the photo. Our method assumes that a photo is described by a collection of simple color patterns (Fig. 3 (b)) and classifies the aesthetic quality of the photo on the basis of the frequency of appearance, i.e., the histogram of those color patterns (Fig. 4). Specifically, local regions are sampled from a photo, and each region is described by a feature based on the color harmony models for simple color patterns. These features are then quantized and the photo is represented by the histogram of the quantized features. Finally, the aesthetic quality of the photo is determined by a classifier trained with labeled photos.

Our method has similarities with a technique called bags-of-features [4, 20] for generic object recognition and image retrieval. One of the difficulties in these research areas is that the appearance of an object drastically varies depending on imaging conditions such as camera viewpoint, object pose, and illumination. To overcome this difficulty, the bags-of-features technique represents an image as a set of local features insensitive to imaging conditions. Thus, in this sense, our method for assessing the color harmony of photos can be termed bags-of-color-patterns. The descriptor of a local region computed from the color harmony models is a counterpart of the descriptor of local features such as SIFT for generic object recognition.

3.2. Bags-of-color-patterns

The proposed method (1) samples local regions of a photo, (2) describes each local region by features based on color harmony models for simple color patterns, (3) quantizes these features, and (4) represents the photo as a histogram of quantized features. Finally, it uses a support vector machine (SVM) classifier trained by using sample photos with aesthetic qualities labeled by various individuals. The steps are described below.

3.2.1 Sampling local regions

Our method uses a grid-sampling technique to extract a set of local regions. The operators used in existing methods for object recognition [4, 20], e.g., the Difference of Gaussians algorithm and the Harris-Laplace detector, are not suitable for color harmony assessment because not only the colors around the edges and corners but also those in uniform regions affect the perceived aesthetic quality of a photograph.

The grid-sampling technique extracts local regions of a fixed size from equally spaced positions. We empirically determine the size of the regions and the sampling density to determine the number of regions cropped from a single photo. We experimentally confirmed that aesthetic quality classification is not necessarily sensitive to the parameters for grid-sampling (see Section 4.4).

The Moon-Spencer model (Fig. 2) tells us that a simple color pattern is in harmony when colors in the pattern are 'Identity,' 'Similarity,' or 'Contrast.' This means that uniform regions are usually in harmony but regions around edges and corners are in harmony only when the colors within a region are similar or contrasting. In order to incorporate the reason why the color of a local region is in
harmony into our method, we distinguish uniform regions from regions around edges and corners and treat them separately. We divide a whole photo into segments by using mean shift segmentation [3], and detect color boundaries by using discriminant analysis [21] (Fig. 5 (a)). We then split a set of local regions into those with/without color boundaries (Fig. 5 (b)).

3.2.2 Describing local regions
The Moon-Spencer model shows that the color harmony of simple color patterns such as one with two colors can be described by the difference between two colors: the hue, chroma, and lightness values relative to the chosen color. Inspired by the Moon-Spencer model, we find the dominant color of a local region and describe the local region by using the hue, chroma, and lightness values relative to the dominant color. It is worth noting that the existing methods for aesthetic quality classification use absolute values, i.e., the standard pixel values in RGB channels, and not the relative values.

Specifically, we describe local regions based on the Moon-Spencer model as follows. First, we convert pixel values within a local region from RGB color space to the Munsell color system. Then, we find the dominant color of the region based on the hue values. We compute the hue values relative to the dominant color by subtracting the hue value of the dominant color from that of each pixel and obtain the histogram of the relative hue values as illustrated on the top side of Fig. 6 (b). Motivated by the analogy with the difference of hue values in the Moon-Spencer model (shown in Fig. 2 (a)), we use this histogram to describe a local region. In addition, we compare the average values of chroma and lightness on the pixels with the dominant color and subtract these average values from the chroma and lightness of each pixel. Thus, we obtain a 2D histogram of the relative chroma and lightness values (illustrated on the bottom side of Fig. 6 (b)). This histogram is analogous to the differences of chroma and lightness in Fig. 2 (b). Finally, we concatenate the histogram of relative hue values and the 2D histogram of relative chroma and lightness into a single vector and use it as the descriptor of a local region.

3.2.3 Quantizing local descriptors
As is often the case with bags-of-features for generic object recognition and image retrieval, we also quantize local descriptors by using visual words in codebooks. First, we obtain a large number of local descriptors from training samples, as shown in Fig. 7 (a). Then, we generate two codebooks for local descriptors with/without color boundaries by using the k-means clustering method.

3.2.4 Representing a whole photo
We use these codebooks to compute the frequency of appearance, i.e., the histograms of quantized local descriptors with/without color boundaries, as illustrated in Fig. 7 (b). We concatenate the histograms for local regions with/without color boundaries into a single vector. Unfortunately, however, the vector cannot represent the distribution of colors in spatial domain because the descriptors of local regions have no information about their spatial locations.

Accordingly, in order to incorporate spatial information into the descriptor for a whole photo, we divide a photo into rectangular segments and obtain a vector (histogram) from each segment. Finally, we concatenate those vectors into a single vector and use it for to represent the whole photo.
4. Experimental analysis on assessing color harmony of photos

We evaluated the effectiveness of our method on the datasets described below in Section 4.1. Here, we report the accuracy of color harmony assessment (Section 4.2) and show examples of visual words (Section 4.3). We also evaluate the sensitivity of local region parameters in Section 4.4.

4.1. Datasets

We tested our method using a photo collection available on the Internet (DPChallenge [6]). On the Web site, various individuals have given aesthetic scores to various photos. We collected 124,664 photos in 14 categories (Abstract, Animals, Cityscape, Floral, Landscape, Macro, Nature, Portraiture, Rural, Seascapes, Sky, Still-life, Urban, and Water) and removed all the sepia-tone and black-and-white photos. Let us first provide the details of this photo collection. Figure 8 (a) shows how many photos received aesthetic scores, and Fig. 8 (b) shows the number of individuals who provided scores for ‘Landscape.’ About 200 people gave a score to more than 4,000 photos. In our experiments, the top and bottom 10% of scores were deemed the high- and low-quality photos. The other categories have the same tendency as the one shown in Fig. 8. We trained our system using half the photo collection and tested our system using the other half.

It should be noted that the aesthetic scores on DPChallenge are given to photo based on various aspects including, among others, color harmony, composition, subject, blur, and contrast. However, most of the top 10% (bottom 10%) photos show high (low) color harmony, and it seems reasonable to assume that the top 10% (bottom 10%) of the distribution of the scores do not contains examples of low (high) color harmony.

4.2. Color harmony assessment for photos

We tested the performance of our method in two aspects: (1) considering color harmony based on a ‘Whole’ photo or dividing it into a set of ‘Local’ regions, and (2) evaluating harmony in color using its ‘Absolute’ or ‘Relative’ color values. A feature representing the color harmony of a photo is computed using existing models of color harmony [15, 16], absolute values in the colors of the photo, or its relative values. All of these methods are tested for ‘Whole’ and ‘Local’ cases. An SVM with a linear kernel was used for all methods except ‘Matsuda’ and ‘Moon-Spencer’; 2,304 local regions sized 32 × 32 were extracted from each photo. We compared the following methods.

Whole, Matsuda: A feature is designed from the harmonic templates of the Matsuda model [15]. We computed a hue histogram in CIE LCH color space from a whole photo and evaluated the similarity between the templates and the histogram using the technique described in [2, 17].

Whole, Moon-Spencer: A feature is extracted from a whole photo by using the Moon-Spencer model [16]. We computed the histograms of relative values of hue, chroma, and lightness and summed bins corresponding to the ‘Contrast,’ ‘Similarity,’ and ‘Identity’ in Fig. 2.

Local, Moon-Spencer: A feature is the sum of color harmony scores using the Moon-Spencer model from local regions of a photo.

Whole, Absolute (Chroma): A histogram of chroma values extracted from a whole photo in CIE LCH color space.

Whole, Absolute (Hue): A histogram of hue values extracted from a whole photo in CIE LCH color space.

Whole, Absolute (RGB): A histogram of pixel values extracted from a whole photo in RGB color space.
**Local, Absolute (Chroma):** A feature extracted from a collection of local regions. Local regions were described by using a chroma histogram. We used the proposed method (described in Section 3.2.3) to combine the descriptors.

**Local, Absolute (Hue):** A feature computed from a collection of local regions. Local region were described by using a hue histogram.

**Local, Absolute (RGB):** A feature computed from a collection of local regions. Local regions were described by using an RGB histogram.

**Local, Relative:** Our color harmony feature (described in Section 3.2). The feature was extracted from a collection of local regions. Local regions were described by using relative color values. Our local descriptor had 200 dimensions.

Figure 9 shows the classification performance as a recognition rate: the probability that the quality inferred using each feature matched the correct quality. The plot shows the average rate among the 14 categories. We can clearly see that the ‘Local’ feature using a set of local regions is superior to the ‘Whole’ feature extracted from the whole photo, as well as that it is effective for existing models of color harmony. Also, we see that the features of ‘Relative’ values are superior to the one of ‘Absolute’ value. Overall, our ‘Local, Relative’ method outperforms all other features and achieved about 66% accuracy in this difficult task.

Figure 10 shows the classification results by using the proposed method: (a) photos with high color harmony and (b) photos with low color harmony. A comparison showed that the photos in (a) have more pleasant color distributions and spatially better balanced.

### 4.3. Evaluation of visual words

To evaluate visual words used for computing the features representing a whole photo (described in Section 3.2.3), we compared the visual words for high harmony with ones for low harmony. We generated visual words using the proposed method, and assessed the color harmony score of each visual word by using the Moon-Spencer model. The top 100 and bottom 100 visual words in the ‘Landscape’ category were used for this experiment.

We counted the frequency of appearance of local regions corresponding to the top 100 visual words of high harmony using the test samples with high- and low-quality labels of the DPChallenge dataset. 6,055 regions extracted as high-quality regions and 4,848 low-quality regions appeared. We also counted those corresponding to the bottom 100 visual words of low harmony. Results showed that 19,690 high-quality regions and 24,448 low-quality ones appeared. These results demonstrate that the visual words using our local descriptors have the capability to differentiate between high- and low-quality photos.

Figure 11 shows examples of visual words of high harmony (a) and low harmony (b). The local regions correspond to individual visual words.
4.4. Evaluation with the parameters of local regions

We evaluated the sensitivity of the parameters for the grid-sampling technique described in Section 3.2.1. One parameter is the size of one local region and the other is sampling density to determine the number of local regions extracted from a photo. Figure 12 shows the recognition performance while varying the size on a fixed density $48^2 = 2304$. The performance deteriorated when the size became too small and large or too large. Figure 13 shows the recognition performance while changing the density on a fixed size of $32^2$. The performance saturated as the sampling density increased.

5. Combining features for aesthetic quality classification

5.1. Algorithm for combining features

The aesthetic quality of photos in the DPChallenge should be evaluated considering the several aspects described in Section 4.1. In this section, we report how the performance of assessing the various aspects is improved as we take different features into consideration besides our color harmony feature.

Specifically, we consider edge, blur, and saliency as additional local features. We computed the feature of edges using DAISY [23], which is a histogram of gradients, the feature for blur using the frequency magnitude-based feature [19], which is a distribution of magnitude values in the frequency domain, and the feature for saliency, using a graph-based visual saliency [7] that gives an attention strength to each pixel. We generated a feature representing the whole photo by using the grid-sampling and the bags-of-features technique for each set of local features.

To classify the quality, we estimated the posterior probability in which each feature is matched with high quality labels and then computed the product of the probabilities of color harmony, edges, blur, and saliency by assuming that the features are independent. This assumption does not always hold because a saliency feature depends on color distribution. In our feature work, we plan to remove the redundant features. Each posterior probability was calculated by fitting the output of the SVM to a sigmoid function using a previously reported technique [11].

5.2. Evaluation of combining features

We compared the classification performance of our combination method described in Section 5.1, existing methods for classifying aesthetic quality [14, 18], and conventional methods for evaluating image quality [24, 25]. We briefly explain each method.

**SSIM**: The quality was determined by using the nearest neighbor technique to compare a given photo with training samples. This technique looks at the quality label of the training sample of the highest similarity. We computed a similarity using SSIM [24], which evaluates the variations of pixel values in equally divided blocks.

**GSSIM & CS**: The quality was determined by using the nearest neighbor technique and the similarity was computed using GSSIM and colorfulness [25], which evaluates the variations of edge strengths and RGB values.

**Single subject**: The quality was determined by using SVM and features extracted from a single subject and a background detected using Luo et al.’s method [14]. We used edge, color, and blur features.

**Multiple subjects**: The quality was determined by using SVM and features extracted from multiple subjects and a background detected using Nishiyama et al.’s method [18]. We used edge, color, and blur features.

**Local regions**: The quality was determined by using the combination method described in Section 5.1.
Figure 14 shows the classification performance using the average rate among the 14 categories in the DPChallenge. Our method (77.6%) outperformed the conventional methods for evaluating image quality (55.1%, 54.8%) and the methods for classifying aesthetic quality (67.4%, 71.7%). This significant gain in recognition performance demonstrates the effectiveness of considering a photo as a collection of its local regions and computing various descriptors from those regions.

6. Conclusion

We proposed a method for aesthetic quality classification based on the color harmony of photos. To tackle the difficulty of dealing with complex color distribution, we introduced the bags-of-color-patterns representation. The salient contributions of this work are the following.

- We observed that a photograph can be seen as a collection of local regions with color variations that are relatively simple. On the basis of this observation, the aesthetic quality of a whole image is then evaluated in the bags-of-features framework.
- We took blur, edges, and saliency features into consideration besides our color harmony feature and introduced a scheme that combine the features for aesthetic quality classification.

Our experimental results using a large dataset from the DPChallenge demonstrate that our method provides substantially more accurate aesthetic quality classifications than the existing methods. For future work, we plan to extend our method by taking into consideration scale variation when sampling local regions. We also intend to explore the real-world application of our method for various tasks, e.g., color transfer and automatic white balance.
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